
Wall Ties and Restraint Fixings

Density & Positioning of Ties 
PD 6697: 2010 recommends that for walls in

which both leaves are 90mm or thicker, ties

should be used at not less than 2.5 per square

metre (900mm horizontal x 450mm vertical

centres). Ties should be evenly distributed over

the wall area, except around openings, and

should preferably be staggered. 

At vertical edges of an opening, unreturned or

unbonded edges, and vertical expansion

joints, additional ties should be used at a rate

of one per 300mm height, located not more

than 225mm from the edge.

A typical layout is shown below. Various details

incorporating debonding ties at vertical

movement joints are shown on page 17.

Lime Mortars

Ancon stainless steel wall ties are suitable for

use with lime mortars (minimum strength

HLM2). Tie length, spacing and density should

be the same as for cement mortars where the

performance is based on M2 (iv). When using

TeploTies, please contact Ancon.
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Standard spacing for cavity brickwork 900mm x 450mm centres in a staggered pattern (2.5 ties per square metre)

Typical Layout of Wall Ties Indicating Maximum Spacing

Length of Tie & Embedment
Wall ties should be of the correct length to

ensure they are properly embedded in the

masonry. The tie should have a minimum

embedment of 50mm in each leaf but also

take site tolerances into account for both

cavity width and centring of the tie. For this

reason Ancon suggests tie lengths which

achieve an embedment of between 62.5mm

and 75mm. 

Recommended lengths to suit various cavity

widths are shown in the table for masonry-to-

masonry wall ties.

Recommended Lengths of 

Masonry / Masonry Wall Ties

Cavity Length of Available
Width (mm) Wall Tie (mm) Wall Ties

50-75 200 HRT4/RT2/ST1/Teplo

76-100 225 HRT4/RT2/ST1/Teplo

101-125 250 HRT4/RT2/ST1/Teplo

126-150 275 HRT4/RT2/ST1/Teplo1/Teplo2

151-175 300 ST1/Teplo2/DT/Two-Part Tie

176-200 325* Teplo2/Two-Part Tie

201-225 350* Teplo2/Two-Part Tie

226-250 375* Teplo2/Two-Part Tie

251-275 400* Teplo2/Two-Part Tie

276-300 425* Teplo2/Two-Part Tie

301-325 450* Teplo3/Two-Part Tie

326-350 475* Teplo3/Two-Part Tie

351-375 500* Teplo3/Two-Part Tie

376-400 525* Teplo3/Two-Part Tie

401-425 550* Teplo4/Two-Part Tie

426-450 575* Teplo4/Two-Part Tie

Embedment

Embedment of Wall Ties

EmbedmentCavity width
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*Lengths for TeploTies. For the Two-Part Tie refer to
page 10



Wall Ties with Insulation
Retaining Clips

Installation Guidance
Wall ties are important to the stability of

masonry and failure to install them correctly

may lead to damp penetration, cracking or

even the collapse of walls.

Wall ties should be pressed down in fresh

mortar. They should be surrounded by mortar

and not simply positioned directly onto

masonry with mortar placed around them.

Ideally, ties should be installed with a slight fall

to the outer leaf, not towards the inner leaf as

this could provide a path for moisture to cross

the cavity. 

The drip part of the tie should point downward

and be positioned near the centre of the open

cavity. Ties with multiple drips, like the Staifix

RT2, can often be positioned centrally as part

of the drip will normally be near the centre of

the open section of a partial fill cavity. ‘O rings’

as used on the TeploTie should be moved

along the shank to the open cavity. 

Installed ties should be clear of mortar

droppings to allow the drip to function and

prevent water from crossing to the inner leaf 

of masonry.

The practice of bending up installed wire ties

should be discouraged. This can adversely

affect the performance of the tie and weaken

the embedment in the inner leaf. Rigid ties like

the Ancon SD1 and ST1 should never be bent

on site.

To ensure cavity wall ties are effective at tying

the leaves together they should be installed as

the inner leaf is constructed and not simply

pushed into a joint. There is a risk of injury if

wall ties are left protruding from a single wall

leaf before the second leaf is constructed. Site

managers should make all workers and visitors

aware of this risk.

To reduce the risk of injury, Ancon’s stainless

steel wall ties feature rounded safety ends and

Ancon TeploTie wall ties are supplied with

bright plastic end caps. These end caps

should be applied loosely to the outer end of a

TeploTie as work on the first leaf progresses

and must be removed before the tie is built

into the second leaf. 

Ancon recommends both leaves of a cavity

wall are built simultaneously to eliminate any

risk of injury from protruding ties.

Ancon frame ties and channel ties are

manufactured with a non-spread safety end

allowing the use of a debonding sleeve. This

type of safety end reduces the variety of ties

required on site.

Wall ties should be pressed down in, 

and then surrounded by, fresh mortar.

To ensure cavity wall ties are effective at

tying the leaves together they should be

installed as the inner leaf is constructed

and not simply pushed into a joint.

Ties should be installed with a slight fall

to the outer leaf, never towards the inner

leaf as this could provide a path for

moisture to cross the cavity.

Ancon Non-Spread Safety End

Staifix Safety End

Ancon Spread Safety End
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Installation guides can be downloaded from

www.ancon.co.uk
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Staifix RT2, Stainless Steel
200mm for 50-75mm cavities
225mm for 76-100mm cavities
250mm for 101-125mm cavities
275mm for 126-150mm cavities

Low Thermal Conductivity 
Wall Ties to PD 6697 for
Brick-to-Block Construction 

Ancon ST1 Type 1 Tie

(Masonry Heavy Duty)

The Ancon ST1 is suitable for cavities from

50mm to 175mm and can be used for all

types of buildings of any height, anywhere in

the British Isles. The section that spans the

cavity has a series of holes to provide water

drips. The ST1 is CE marked and has a

measured dynamic stiffness of <113MN/m3

that meets the performance requirement of

Approved Document E for use in external

masonry walls. For internal separating walls of

new-build attached dwellings see HRT4.

Staifix RT2 Type 2 Tie

(Masonry General Purpose)

The Staifix RT2 is a general purpose tie. It is

suitable for cavities from 50mm to 150mm and

can be used for domestic houses and small

commercial buildings up to 15 metres in height

(see page 5 for geographical restrictions). In

many cases, Staifix RT2 wall ties can be used

in buildings greater than 15 metres if shown to

be adequate by calculation. For further

information please contact Ancon’s Technical

Services Team. The Staifix RT2 is CE marked

and meets the technical requirements of the

NHBC. The RT2 has a measured dynamic

stiffness of <113MN/m3 that meets the

performance requirement of Approved

Document E for use in external masonry walls.

For internal separating walls of new-build

attached dwellings see HRT4.

Staifix HRT4 Type 4 / Type A Tie

(Masonry Light Duty)

The Staifix HRT4 is available for cavities from

50mm to 150mm. As a Type 4 tie it is suitable

for use in external walls of domestic houses up

to 10 metres in height (see page 5 for

geographical restrictions). 

The Staifix HRT4 is CE marked and meets the

technical requirements of the NHBC.

Acoustic Performance

The HRT4 is a Type A tie for separating walls

of any height. Independent tests have proven

the Staifix HRT4 has a measured dynamic

stiffness of <4.8MN/m3 at a cavity of 50-

100mm and 125-150mm and is therefore

suitable for internal separating (party) walls

of new-build attached dwellings with these

cavities. The HRT4 can be used with all

approved robust details for cavity masonry

separating walls, whether traditional or

thin-joint blockwork. Use of these details

eliminates the need for pre-completion 

sound testing. For wall ties

with greater acoustic

resilience, see page 24.

Patent Nos. GB 2359831
IE 83574

Patent Nos. GB 2359831
IE 83574

Staifix HRT4, Stainless Steel
200mm for 50-75mm cavities
225mm for 76-100mm cavities
250mm for 101-125mm cavities
275mm for 126-150mm cavities

Wall Ties and Restraint Fixings

U.K. Patent Nos. 2 255 358
2 260 348
2 260 349

Ancon ST1, Stainless Steel
200mm for 50-75mm cavities
225mm for 76-100mm cavities
250mm for 101-125mm cavities
275mm for 126-150mm cavities
300mm for 151-175mm cavities


